EXTRACTS OF FEEDBACK RECEIVED FROM ALLOTTEES OF
AWHO PROJECT AT COIMBATORE
Sl.
No
1.

Name of Allottee

Comments

Lt Col R Ranghvan

Hopeful to see the project fully completed in
early time frames.

2.

Maj Raj

Thank you for support and wishes.

3.

Maj Sridhar S

Discussed with PD about pace of Constr,
quality of material , Corp water and thanks for
the hospitality.

4.

Lt Gen R Gopal

The project should also cater for centralized
compost plant as well as common facilities.
Skirting plate on the reverse side of bathroom
doors to prevent water drainage to doors.
Provision for fixing curtain shower in toilet of
bedrooms atleast of Master bed Room.

5.

Maj Sk Nair

The project work has progressed very well.
The team has been putting efforts very well.

6.

Lt Col P Sadanandam

Tiles are of good quality.
Lighting
arrangements are good. Security point is well
maintained.
Satisfied with the work and
progress.

7.

Col M Ramakrishnan

Rate of progress given hope that the revised
PDC of Mar 18 is achievable.

8.

Maj Gen AV Ramesh

9.

Col KL Roy

10.

Capt P Murukesan

11.

Maj R Satish Kumar

PD briefed well on all activitiesand has assured
timely compleltion while ensuring quality.
Requested PD to progress
water from
Municipality and check out STP too.
There is lot of progress visible. We are sure it
will be delivered in good time with quality.
PD gave the latest prog and I wish atleast the
project to be completed as per the latest PDC
ie Mar 18.
Recent progress of the project has pulled
considerable pace. It is desired that the
project is completed by 31 Mar 18 and have
full confidence.
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12.

Ms V Saraswathi w/o
L/Nk V. Emoonthy

Very good improvement in the work. The work
is going well.

13.

Maj Karthikeyan

I Hope this pace continues. Good wk.

14.

Maj SS Raj

Very good improvement is seen in Modern
Apartment blocks. This improvement and
speed shows the continues in completing other
blocks. Very much satisfied with the quality of
work.

15.

Lt Col Manoj Kumar VK

I am satisfied with progress of the project.

16.

Col R Vijaykumar

Finally the progress is visible
meet the deadlines.

and hope to

